Abstract. At present, the blend learning evaluation involves less in SPOC. In this study, from the practical point of view, based on the "game theory" SPOC course learner learning effect data as the data base, this study combined with a variety of research methods to construct the SPOC learning evaluation system, and then use quantitative methods to evaluate the system and to provide an effective way to study the interactive evaluation system of SPOC.
Introduction
SPOC is MOOC future development of educational mechanisms and mixed learning teaching form, eliminating the MOOC part of the shortcomings. Therefore, the study of SPOC learning effect evaluation has practical significance, the current research at home and abroad focus on the following aspects: firstly, relying on the platform of the automatic evaluation system measurement of learners. For example, based on the theory of learning target classification, the study of the influence of stent learning theory on the establishment of peer rating system (ARISE) on peer ratings confidence. [1] Secondly, from the monitoring and adjustment of the learning process, intervene in the individual learning process and then enhance the reliability of individual learning effect, the final evaluation of the formation of evaluation and summary evaluation and other multi-dimensional combination, such as GAMEO cheating test algorithm research; Third, from the SPOC learning effect evaluation system to provide constructive guidance to the evaluation system. [2] Above has made many achievements, on the qualitative point of view after the evaluation system with quantitative and other hybrid methods for its test is still a hot research. Therefore, from the practical point of view, the first school year game theory SPOC course learner learning effect data as the data base, this study combined with a variety of research methods to construct SPOC learning effect evaluation system, and then use quantitative methods to evaluate the system Consistency check.
Related theoretical basis
The interaction in this area mainly includes the interaction between learners and learners, the interaction between learners and content, and the interaction between learners and teachers. Moreover, according to the network teaching interactive level tower, the network teaching interaction is divided into: operation interaction, information exchange, conceptual interaction. SPOC learning method is attached to the mixed learning category. The online learning part is also applicable to the theory of distance network education.
Research methods
Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation (FCE) is a comprehensive evaluation method based on fuzzy mathematics. Based on the membership degree theory of fuzzy mathematics, this method transforms qualitative evaluation into quantitative evaluation, and adopts fuzzy mathematics method to be subject to various factors [3] . Fuzzy comprehensive analysis of the strategy to deal with the problem is roughly: to clarify the research problem, the first analysis of the main factors within the evaluation of the relationship between the link and the overall relationship between the establishment of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation index system; and then determine the weight of each factor and membership degree vector [4] .
Establishment of Evaluation System of SPOC Learning Interaction Effect
According to the general method of fuzzy evaluation analysis, it is divided into two steps: 1, SPOC learning interactive fuzzy comprehensive evaluation index system. 2, the weight set by the evaluation factor. Specific details are as follows. SPOC learning interaction evaluation dimension analysis.
Online learning interaction. According to the theoretical basis of online education interaction, the interactive learning of SPOC learning effect evaluation system is divided into two aspects: learner and teaching resource interaction and network interpersonal interaction, among which learner and teaching resource interaction is divided into learner as shown in Table 1 . Offline learning interaction. Analyze the characteristics of SPOC learning, and analyze the behavior of classroom teachers and students' interaction and learning community, as shown in Table  2 . The group learns the required content
Emotional attitude and sense of experience. Learners in the learning process of the course of cognitive and learning motivation and other subjective factors also affect the learning interaction effect. This aspect mainly includes the learners' attitudes towards the course and the experiential experience of the learners in the learning process, as shown in Table 3 . Multi-sensory into study
Case
The research object of this study is to select the University of China MOOC platform to open the game theory SPOC courses Capital Normal University college students. According to the fuzzy evaluation method, the quality of learning interaction of the course is evaluated [5] . Comment set V = {v1, v2, v3, v4, v5} = {excellent, good, general, qualified, poor}. Evaluation factor set A = {online learning interaction, offline learning interaction, emotional attitude and sense of experience}. 
Discussion on Measurement Results and Optimization Strategy
Data collection and diversification of evaluation methods. In this study, the effective sample is 50 and the number of effective individuals is too small. The evaluation method is fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method. The comprehensive evaluation method transforms the qualitative evaluation into quantitative evaluation according to the membership degree theory of fuzzy mathematics, that is, To make a general assessment of the object or object. In the further study, AHP was used to validate the evaluation system of SPOC learning interaction.
